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"Raids and Clashes in Yarmouk Camp lead to the death of ISIS Militants" 

• Palestinian “Omar al-Sarhan” dies in Yarmouk Camp. 

• Syrian Government imposes entry card for those returning to Al-Sabinah in rural 

Damascus. 

• Sacrificial meat distributed to Palestinian families south of Damascus and rural 

Daraa. 



 

Victims 

Palestinian refugee and ISIS fighter, Omar al-Sarhan Abu 

Alaa, has died, while during clashes with the opposition groups 

which targeted ISIS’s locations in Yilda. Abu Alaa al-Sarhan is 

brother to Abu Muhammad al-Sarhan, a leader in ISIS and resident 

of Al-Orouba Street in Yarmouk refugee camp. 

 

Latest Developments: 

Sources on the field in Yarmouk camp confirmed the death of 

four ISIS militants, after their locations were targeted by "Jaysh 

AlIslam", one of the armed opposition groups in southern 

Damascus. 

"Jaysh AlIslam" announced that its members had spotted and 

targeted ISIS’s positions on the front of al-Zein neighborhood, on 

the outskirts of "Al Hajar AL Aswad" Neighborhood adjacent to the 

Yarmouk refugee camp. The clashes between the two sides was very 

violent and weapons such as mortars were used. 

 



 

Areas controlled by "Tahrir al-Sham", were bombed yesterday by 

the Syrian regime forces and their supporting groups, using 

mortars. Western Yarmouk Camp was hit, causing destruction to the 

residents’ homes. 

The Action Group’s correspondent in rural Damscus stated 

that Syrian security members imposed entry cards on all who want 

to return to the area of Sabina and its camp. He added that the 

families are requested to bring their family book, as well as proof of 

their home’s ownership, in order to create identification cards as 

well as registration numbers for them. 

The reconciliation committee and the Syrian security committees in 

the region forced each family head to bring the identification cards 

of their relatives. Males were required to attend, while women were 

not. 

According to the reconciliation committee, 400 families received 

the entry cards and returned to their homes in al-Sabinah. 

A number of al-Sabinah camp residents considered this a trap made 

by the Syrian government, to arrest those wanted by the security and 

those who haven’t enrolled in the Palestinian Liberation Army. 

 



 

Palestinian activists blamed the Syrian security and its supporting 

groups, for preparing rooms at the entrance of al-Sabinah refugee 

camp, to arrest the wanted residents as they return to the camp. 

They pointed out that a security check has been made at the main 

entrance of the camp to supervise the entry of the people. 

Moving to the south, The Charitable association for Palestine 

collaborated with several organizations to distribute sacrificial meat 

to the Palestinian families in the western and eastern countryside of 

Daraa. 3400 people benefited from this donation, in towns inclucing 

Al-Muzayrib and Mahjriha - Zezun and Mahjriha - Fawwar Tal 

Shihab - Ajmi - Tseil - Sidon - Kahil - Bosra and Daraa camp 

The Charitable association for Palestine and the Charitable 

association for Palestinian relief, in south Damascus also 

distributed meat to those who have been displaced from the 

Yarmouk refugee camp, and moved to the towns of Yilda, Babil and 

Beit Samh. 

 

Palestinians of Syria: September 4, 2017 Statistics: 

• The total number of victims documented by the Action Group 

is 3570, including 462 women. 



 

• 1633 Palestinians are locked up behind Syrian government’s 

bars, 103 of which are women. 

• Yarmouk refugee camp is under the Syrian regime army and 

Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine’s siege for 1,510 

days in a row. 

• 198 refugees, mainly in Yarmouk Camp, have died due to lack 

of medical care and malnutrition. 

• Water supplies have been cut off Deraa Camp for 1247 days, 

and 1088 days in Yarmouk Camp. 

• Residents of Handarat Camp, in Aleppo have been banned 

from their homes for 1,583 days. Government troops have 

taken over the camp for more than 336 days. 

• Approximately 85 thousand Palestinian-Syrian refugees fled 

to Europe by the end of 2016. 

• 31 thousand refugees are located in Lebanon. 

• 17 thousand refugees are sheltered in Jordan. 

• 6 thousand refugees are in Egypt. 

• 8 thousand refugees are staying in Turkey. 

• One thousand refugees are present in Gaza. 


